Fill in the correct form: Adjective or Adverb

1. Let's take a break. We have been working __________ _________ . (HARD, LATE)
2. We have just finished wiping the floors ________ (CLEAN).
3. The opera singer sang her part ______________. (BEAUTIFUL)
4. I __________ had a car accident on my way back home from work. (NEAR)
5. There's nothing wrong with your soup. It looks __________ to me (FINE).
6. The girl was __________ dressed for her birthday party. (PRETTY)
7. Mom was very _________ after she had heard the _________ news. (CALM, GOOD)
8. She was a __________ -trained athlete who performed __________ __________ in competitions. (GOOD, REMARKABLE, GOOD)
9. The wild animal came __________ to us, so __________, we were afraid. (CLOSE, NATURAL)
10. Dollars are __________ accepted in many countries of the world. (WIDE)
11. I looked at him __________ when he came in. (ANGRY)
12. My dad wore an __________ jacket for the celebration. (ELEGANT)
13. They were __________ actors who performed in a __________ professional way. (PROFESSIONAL, HIGH)
14. We __________ noticed the storm. All of a sudden, objects were flying around __________ through the air. (HARD, WILD)
15. Not ______________, they lost their last match. (SURPRISING)
16. My parents were __________ annoyed about my test marks. (REAL)
17. They were __________ __________ with the Christmas presents they received. (PERFECT, HAPPY).
18. Your suggestion sounds __________. Let's go! (GREAT)
19. There is no __________ flight between Chicago and New York at the moment. (DIRECT)
20. The manager spoke to us in an ____________ harsh tone. (UNUSUAL)

KEY
1. Let's take a break. We have been working **hard lately**. *(HARD, LATE)*
2. We have just finished wiping the floors **clean** *(CLEAN).*
3. The opera singer sang her part **beautifully** *(BEAUTIFUL)*
4. I **nearly** had a car accident on my way back home from work. *(NEAR)*
5. There's nothing wrong with your soup. It looks **fine** to me *(FINE).*
6. The girl was **prettily** dressed for her birthday party. *(PRETTY)*
7. Mom was very **calm** after she had heard the **good** news. *(CALM, GOOD)*
8. She was a **well**-trained athlete who performed **remarkably well** in competitions. *(GOOD, REMARKABLE, GOOD)*
9. The wild animal came **close** to us, so **naturally**, we were afraid. *(CLOSE, NATURAL)*
10. Dollars are **widely** accepted in many countries of the world. *(WIDE)*
11. I looked at him **angrily** when he came in. *(ANGRY)*
12. My dad wore an **elegant** jacket for the celebration. *(ELEGANT)*
13. They were **professional** actors who performed in a **highly** professional way. *(PROFESSIONAL, HIGH)*
14. We **hardly** noticed the storm. All of a sudden, objects were flying around **wildly** through the air. *(HARD, WILD)*
15. Not **surprisingly**, they lost their last match. *(SURPRISING)*
16. My parents were **really** annoyed about my test marks. *(REAL)*
17. They were **perfectly happy** with the Christmas presents they received. *(PERFECT, HAPPY)*
18. Your suggestion sounds **great**. Let's go! *(GREAT)*
19. There is no **direct** flight between Chicago and New York at the moment. *(DIRECT)*
20. The manager spoke to us in an **unusually** harsh tone. *(UNUSUAL)*